2017-2021
STRATEGIC PLAN

Introduction
Since 1999, thousands of individuals with disabilities and hundreds of volunteers have
been part of the Whistler Adaptive Sports Program.
While Whistler Adaptive Sports Program has successfully run many sport and recreational activities for people with physical,
cognitive and sensory disabilities over these years, we are currently challenged to meet the demand for programs and equipment.
Adaptive sport has a high degree of complexity for program delivery. There are 3 distinct user groups - all with increasing demands;
sea to sky residents, destination visitors, and competitive para sport athletes. Each of these has unique considerations around
pricing, promotion, leader training, and equipment.
It is important to note that athletes with autism comprise 60% of Whistler Adaptive Ski and Snowboard clients. This mirrors the
rapidly growing global population of individual with autism and in BC alone in 2017 there are an estimated 11,000 children and
youth who are formally diagnosed. Understanding and meeting the future needs of youth with autism potentially impacts many
program areas such as instructor training and can highly impact revenue models.
Whistler Adaptive’s new 2017 - 2021 strategic plan will guide us through our next phase of continued growth by identifying specific
desired outcomes and focusing our efforts to be as effective as possible.
The 2017 strategic planning process was the first time since the organization’s inception that the board, staff and key partners had
a chance to get together and reflect on the vision, mission and goals of the organization moving forward, using input from over two
dozen stakeholders and partners.
This strategic plan articulates our new Vision and Mission statements, and describes the goals, desired outcomes and strategic
directions that will help guide our continued work over the next five years. The plan is organized into five focus areas in order to
focus planning and implementation; however, these focus areas are not distinct, and should be considered in an integrated fashion.
The goals and desired outcomes provide long-term directions over five years, while the strategic directions provide the higher-level
directions for guiding shorter-term action planning. Our strategic plan is a meaningful living document that will be reviewed by
Whistler Adaptive’s board and staff on an ongoing basis.
Prepared by:
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Current Situation
From Whistler Adaptive’s roots in providing alpine ski and snowboard
programs at Whistler Blackcomb, we have grown to 18 diverse sports
and recreation programs across the Sea to Sky Corridor.
An analysis of our internal strengths and weaknesses, as well as
external opportunities and threats, a SWOT, is summarized below:
Strengths: Our key strengths lie with the number of winter and
summer programs that we are able to offer; the passion and skills of
our volunteers and staff; the quality of our equipment and facilities;
and our strong partnerships, including with Whistler Blackcomb. We
also raise significant funding each year from a variety of sources to
support our work.
Weaknesses: Our major weakness is a shortage of staff and a
restricted volunteer base, which is especially apparent in our Ski
and Snowboard Program. In addition, we identified the need for
consistent training and leadership capacity.
The majority of funding comes through ‘restricted’ sources
We are challenged to meet the needs of the Sea to Sky community,
while managing destination programming.
Affordability remains a barrier for many to participate with the high
cost to play and stay in the Sea to Sky.

VISION

Opportunities: As the Federal and Provincial governments’ have
brought a spotlight on the need for better inclusion for persons with
disabilities, there is work being done in many sectors municipally,
provincially and nationally that can create sources of funding and
efficiencies to train staff and volunteers.

Empowerment and inclusiveness
through sport for individuals with
disabilities.

Furthermore, Vail Resort’s ownership of our partner Whistler
Blackcomb (WB) potentially offers new opportunities to explore
expanded partnerships and programming; there is increasing
interest in the Sea to Sky Corridor for additional services; and there
is a growing awareness and support for adaptive sports, including
competitive streams.
Threats: Ongoing threats remain competition for resources
(volunteers and funding), and increasing affordability challenges for
those coming to and living in Whistler.
The SWOT was used to inform the strategic directions identified for
Whistler Adaptive moving into the next few years of operation.
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To create life-changing
opportunities through sport to
foster independence, develop
memorable experiences, and
reach achievable goals.
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Description of Whistler Adaptive’s
Current Programs and Offerings
Whistler Adaptive annually provides 3,000 lessons, to 500 unique individuals, with the support of 180 volunteers.
As a local multi-sport organization, WA currently operates under an Executive Director (ED), supported by contractors who make
up one full time equivalent position and seasonal staff hired based on directed funding. The ED leads 85 sport volunteers to deliver
1,800 lessons in year-round multi-sport programs
Whistler Adaptive also contracts Whistler Blackcomb to provide staff and volunteers who lead approximately 1,200 local and
destination ski and snowboard programs and lessons in the winter.
Volunteers are primarily trained and certified ‘in-house,’ partnering with a variety of sport organizations. Core volunteers and staff
are provided sport specific training through various National Sport and Adaptive Pathways and Whistler Adaptive training modules.
These are the key sports currently offered by Whistler Adaptive and our partners in 2017:

WINTER SPORTS
ALPINE SKIING AND SNOWBOARDING

Alpine skiing and racing and snowboarding for individuals with sensory, cognitive or physical disabilities; partnership with Whistler
Blackcomb Resort to offer specialized equipment and therapeutic programming;
Autism (ASD) program designed as an ideal environment for increasing social skills, improving communication, building selfconfidence and self-esteem in an outdoor setting.

ALPINE SKI RACING

For intermediate to advanced skiers with a sensory, physical or cognitive disability, the Whistler Adaptive Alpine Ski Racing program
works with athletes to increase their skill set and practice gate training. The goal of this program is to develop each athlete’s skills
and techniques in order to advance into competitive events.

NORDIC SKIING

Standing and sit Nordic skiing and Biathlon for individuals with sensory, cognitive or physical disabilities taught in Whistler’s Lost
Lake trails or at Whistler Olympic Park in the beautiful Callaghan Valley.

SWIMMING

Swim Programs are taught weeky in group or individual formats from September to June. Swimmers also have the opportunity to
advance into competitive opportunities supported by a swim coach.

YOGA

Weekly yoga is offered in a group format for individuals with physical, sensory and cognitive disabilities.

GYMNASTICS

In partnership with the Oros Gymnastics Centre to provide an integrated program for individuals of varying ages and abilities in
gymnastics.
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SUMMER SPORTS
HIKING AND TRAIL RIDERS

Hiking and trail riding for participants and their families on adventures from short alpine jaunts and peak-to-peak experiences to
full-day technical trails.

BIKING AND HAND-CYCLING

Wide range of biking programs, ranging from cruising the Valley Trail to tackling some of Whistler’s off-road offerings, available for
individuals with a wide range of abilities.

CANOEING, KAYAKING, ROWING, ADAPTIVE STAND UP PADDLEBOARD, SAILING

Canoeing, kayaking, adaptive SUP and rowing programs to build skills and confidence in a controlled and safe environment on
scenic Alta Lake and Green Lakes in Whistler and at One Mile Lake with the Pemberton Canoe and Kayak Club.
Sailing experiences delivered in partnership with the Whistler Sailing Association.

YEAR ROUND PROGRAMS
WHISTLER ADAPTIVE SPORT ACADEMY

A multi-sport program operating weekly. In summer, participants will find themselves hiking, canoeing, biking, kayaking, training
for triathlons, practicing Yoga, gaining valuable vocational skills through volunteer employment as well as experiencing all that
Whistler has to offer. In winter, a similar structure applies with a focus on winter sport.

TRAINING CENTRES

The Whistler Centre for Adaptive Sports offers expanded programs at the Whistler Athletes’ Centre, legacies from the 2010 Olympic
and Paralympic Winter Games, with the high performance gym and lodging for athletes and teams who train, compete and live in
Whistler, including a strength and conditioning gym and gymnastics facility, and the Whistler Athletes Lodge, which provides 75
accessible rooms, a self-catering kitchen and 20 town homes.
The Jeff Harbers Adaptive Sports Centre on Whistler Mountain allows the Whistler Adaptive Ski and Snowboard, Adaptive Alpine
Race and Alpine Hiking/Trail Rider programs to thrive and increase visibility within the sport community.
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Whistler Adaptive
Strategic Plan

Focus Areas

PROGRAM OFFERINGS AND VENUES
•
•
•
•

Adapted recreational sport and integrated (e.g. Buddy programs) recreational sport and
activity participation programs
Competitive sport programs
Facility and asset development
Equipment purchase, repair, storage and marketing

HUMAN RESOURCES
•
•
•

Staff development, management, support
Volunteer development, management, support
Leadership training and certification, professional development and mentoring

GOVERNANCE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Administration
Risk management
Financial management and reporting
Board development
Strategic planning
Required society status policies and reporting
Succession planning
Procedures and policies

FUND DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT
•
•
•

Fund development
Business model
Fee for service agreements

COMMUNITY AND PARTNER ENGAGEMENT
•
•
•
•

Strategic alignment with key partners
Partner and collaboration outreach
Communications and promotions
Client feedback
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PROGRAM OFFERINGS
AND VENUES
GOAL:
Whistler Adaptive provides high quality programming that
enables athletes to increase self-confidence, motivation and
independence through sport and recreation.

IDEAS FOR ACTIONS:
•

DESIRED OUTCOMES:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Program participants’ needs are clearly understood to inform
planning
Participation goals are set to meeting participant needs
There is a focus on strengthening core programs
Strong organizational partnerships support program offerings
and delivery, and reduce redundancy
Access to program offerings for families in the Sea to Sky
Corridor is improved
Participants understand their program opportunities through
clear pathways that identify the progression and transitions
between recreational and competitive sport streams based
on current Long Term Athlete Development Models

•

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS:
1.

Set program delivery targets based on both need and
organizational capacity.
2. Share sport pathways with participants with input from
partners.
3. Grow the core, high demand program offerings
4. Continue to nurture and strengthen key partnerships to
support and augment programming.
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Create appropriate summer and
winter program plans in the following
categories: (from participant audit)
1. Expand existing programming
offerings to Destination visitors
including military and first
responder (Camps/Day Visits/
Annual Programs)
2. Create individualized active
lifestyle plans using our existing
sport offerings to Sea To Sky
residents (Individual active
lifestyle plans)
3. Support our athletes moving into
Para/Competitive sport streams
Create an autism research and
resource group including Canucks
Autism Network to make annual
recommendations for operational
updating of programs and services to
current best practices.
Develop program evaluation tools
and measures in annual planning and
reporting.
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HUMAN
RESOURCES
GOAL:
All staff and volunteers are well supported to deliver Whistler
Adaptive’s programs and services, and they feel excited about
their involvement.

IDEAS FOR ACTIONS:
•

Secure funding towards increased
staffing.

DESIRED OUTCOMES:

•

Improve and update the following HR
systems:

•

The first priority is to increase staffing to meet program needs
today and in the future.

•

Clearly defined roles and responsibilities, evaluation
mechanisms and succession procedures are in place for all
staff and volunteers

•

A clear training path, with standardized training systems, is in
place and communicated to all staff and volunteers

Expand our annual volunteer
recognition/awards program

•

Create feedback systems to track
performance and satisfaction

•

Update organizational staff and
volunteer policies

•
•

Staff and volunteer attrition is minimized

•

There are sufficient volunteers, and instructors to meet
participant demand, minimizing program wait lists

•

Volunteers feel recognized for their work

•

Job descriptions

•

Onboarding

•

Performance evaluations

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS:
1.

Define staffing needs.

2. Communicate defined training pathways for staff and
volunteers of all sports.
3. Develop and maintain all requisite human resources systems
and processes to recruit support and retain staff and
volunteers.
4. Partner with other organizations to provide training and
sharing of staff and resources.
5. Ensure volunteers and staff are recognized for their work with
Whistler Adaptive.
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GOVERNANCE
GOAL:
Strong structures and processes are in place to effectively govern
all aspects of the organization, enabling us deliver on the other
goals.

IDEAS FOR ACTIONS:
•

DESIRED OUTCOMES:

Review and identify the actions
required to transition to the new BC
Societies’ Act.

•

Develop board skills

•

An effective succession plan is in place for staff and board
members

•

•

Strong governance and administrative systems and
procedures, including risk management, compliance with BC
Societies and CRA guidelines, and financial management are
in place and utilized

Update requisite risk management and
financial management policies and
procedures

•

Develop key performance indicators to
measure progress towards goals and
desired outcomes

Our strategic plan includes key performance indicators that
are regularly monitored, informing program evaluation

•

Complete IT review and upgrade

•

Utilize external members on
subcommittees

•

Develop succession plan for staff and
board leadership

•

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS:
1.

Create, maintain and utilize all required systems and
procedures to ensure effective governance of the
organization.

2. Ensure the organization is compliant with the transition to the
new BC Societies’ Act.
3. Semi-annually monitor and review progress towards the
strategic plan and the organization’s key performance
indicators.
4. Ensure administrative systems are in place to support
program delivery.
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FUND DEVELOPMENT AND
MANAGEMENT
GOAL:
Whistler Adaptive is a financially stable and resilient organization.

IDEAS FOR ACTIONS:

DESIRED OUTCOMES:

•

Develop fund development strategy,
including targeted list of potential
funders.

•

Develop a technology-based
system, including a CRM system, to
improve efficiency in operations and
administration.

•

Review viability of hiring a
development fund manager.

•

There is sufficient funding to deliver our programs.

•

Programs and offerings are financially viable

•

Diverse sources of funding including significant pool of non
restricted funds.

•

Partner with municipalities to identify funding sources,
including possible service agreements.

•

Our endowment fund is offered as part of gifting through
estate planning/major gifts.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS:
1.

Develop diverse and long-term/stable funding sources.

2. Work with each Sea to Sky municipality to develop a longterm service agreement.
3. Review and strengthen service agreements with Whistler
Blackcomb/Vail and other partners, where relevant.
4. Focus and align fundraising efforts to support strategic and
annual operating plan.
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COMMUNITY AND PARTNER
ENGAGEMENT
GOAL:

Whistler Adaptive has awesome relationships with its partners
and communities, and maintains regular and meaningful
communications with them.

DESIRED OUTCOMES:
•

A culture of collaboration and communication creates strong
program partnerships and minimizes duplication of efforts.

•

Whistler Adaptive’s work is effectively communicated

•

Vail Resorts understands and values the work and outcomes
delivered by Whistler Adaptive

•

Feedback from clients, partners and communities is invited,
welcomed and considered

•

Whistler Adaptive is viewed as inclusive, sharing, and
welcoming to partner organisations

IDEAS FOR ACTIONS:
•

Create a Para sport working group
to determine competitive pathways/
partnerships.

•

Engage partner organizations to
complete Sea to Sky disability sport
needs audit

•

Develop and implement a
communications strategy, including
target audiences, key messages and
tactics (e.g. optimizing social media
platforms, and resuming quarterly
membership bulletins).

•

Develop a case to Vail Resorts that
describes the value provided by
Whistler Adaptive’s programs, and
update Program Agreement.

•

Record/collate measurable of social
and economic impact for storytelling
and sponsorship.

•

Develop Memorandum Of
Understanding with Special Olympics
for cognitive streamed programming.

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS:
1.

Institute a culture of sharing with partners for leadership
training and events.

2. Strengthen relationships and collaborate with key partners
in disability sport to avoid duplication of efforts and to fill
critical developmental pathway gaps.
3. Improve communications with strategic partners, clients, and
the community.
4. Foster a strong relationship with Vail Resorts in order to
strengthen and grow the service agreement and share of
revenues.
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VISION

Empowerment and inclusiveness through sport for individuals with disabilities.

MISSION

To create life-changing opportunities through sport to foster independence, develop memorable experiences, and reach achievable goals.

FOCUS AREAS

PROGRAM OFFERINGS AND VENUES

HUMAN RESOURCES

GOVERNANCE

FUND DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT

COMMUNITY AND PARTNER ENGAGEMENT

GOAL

Whistler Adaptive provides high quality programming that enables athletes to increase self-confidence, motivation and independence through sport
and recreation.

All staff and volunteers are well supported to deliver
Whistler Adaptive’s programs and services, and they
feel excited about their involvement.

Strong structures and processes are in place to
effectively govern all aspects of the organization,
enabling us deliver on the other goals.

Whistler Adaptive is a financially stable and resilient
organization.

Whistler Adaptive has awesome relationships with
its partners and communities, and maintains regular
and meaningful communications with them.

DESIRED
OUTCOMES

•

Program participants’ needs are clearly understood to inform planning
Participation goals are set to meeting participant
needs
There is a focus on strengthening core programs
Strong organizational partnerships support program offerings and delivery and reduce redundancy
Access to program offerings for families in the
Sea to Sky Corridor is improved
Participants understand their program opportunities through clear pathways that identify the
progression and transitions between recreational
and competitive sport streams based on current
long term Athlete Development Models

•

There are sufficient staff, volunteers, and instructors to meet program needs and participant
demand, minimizing program wait lists
Clearly defined roles and responsibilities, evaluation mechanisms and succession procedures
are in place for all staff and volunteers
A clear training path, with standardized training
systems, is in place and communicated to all
staff and volunteers
Staff and volunteer attrition is minimized
Volunteers feel recognized for their work

•

•

•

Set program delivery targets based on both
need and organizational capacity.
Share sport pathways with participants with
input from partners.
Grow the core, high demand program offerings.
Continue to nurture and strengthen key partnerships to support and augment programming.

1.
2.

Define staffing needs.2.
Communicate defined training pathways for
staff and volunteers of all sports.
Develop and maintain all requisite human
resources systems and processes to recruit,
support and retain staff and volunteers.
Partner with other organizations to provide
training and to share staff and resources.
Ensure volunteers and staff are recognized for
their work with Whistler Adaptive.

1.

Secure funding towards increased staffing.
Improve and update the following HR systems:
• Job descriptions
• Onboarding
• Performance evaluations
Expand our annual volunteer recognition/awards
program.
Create feedback systems to track performance
and satisfaction.
Update organizational staff and volunteer policies.

•

•
•
•
•
•

STRATEGIC
DIRECTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

•
•
•
•

3.
4.
5.

ACTIONS

•

•

•

Create appropriate summer and winter program
plans in the following categories:
1. Expand existing programming offerings to
destination visitors including military and first
responder (camps/day visits/annual programs)
2. Create individualized active lifestyle plans
using our existing sport offerings to Sea to Sky
residents
3. Support our athletes moving into para/competitive sport streams
Create an autism research and resource group including Canucks Autism Network to make annual
recommendations for operational updating of
programs and services to current best practices.
Develop program evaluation tools and measures
in annual planning and reporting.
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•
•

•
•
•

•

•

2.
3.
4.

•
•
•
•
•
•

An effective succession plan is in place for staff
and board members
Strong governance and administrative systems
and procedures, including risk management,
compliance with BC Societies and CRA guidelines, and financial management are in place and
utilized
Our strategic plan includes key performance indicators that are regularly monitored, informing
program evaluation

Create, maintain and utilize all required systems
and procedures to ensure effective governance
of the organization.
Ensure the organization is compliant with the
new BC Societies’ Act.
Semi-annually monitor and review progress towards the strategic plan and the organization’s
key performance indicators.
Ensure administrative systems are in place to
support program delivery.

Review, identify and implement the actions required to transition to the new BC Societies’ Act.
Develop board skills to effectively govern the
organization.
Update requisite risk management and financial
management policies and procedures.
Develop key performance indicators to measure
progress towards goals and desired outcomes.
Complete IT review and upgrade.
Identify and utilize external members on subcommittees.
Develop succession plan for staff and board
leadership.

•
•
•
•

1.
2.
3.
4.

•
•
•

There is sufficient funding to deliver our programs
Programs and offerings are financially viable
We have diverse sources of funding, including a
significant pool of non-restricted funds.
Partnerships with municipalities, including
possible service agreements, create funding
opportunities
Our endowment fund is healthy due to estate
planning/major gifts

Develop diverse and long-term/stable funding
sources.
Work with each Sea to Sky municipality to develop a long-term service agreement.
Review and strengthen service agreements with
Whistler Blackcomb/Vail and other partners,
where relevant.
Focus and align fundraising efforts to support
strategic and annual operating plan.

Develop a fund development strategy, including
a targeted list of potential funders.
Develop a technology-based system, including a
CRM system, to improve efficiency in operations
and administration.
Review viability of hiring a development fund
manager.

•
•
•
•

1.
2.

3.
4.

•
•
•

•
•
•

A culture of collaboration and communication
creates strong program partnerships and minimizes duplication of efforts
Whistler Adaptive’s work is effectively communicated
Vail Resorts understands and values the work
and outcomes delivered by Whistler Adaptive
Feedback from clients, partners and communities is invited, welcomed and considered
Whistler Adaptive is viewed as inclusive, sharing,
and welcoming to partner organizations

Institute a culture of sharing with partners for
leadership training and events.
Strengthen relationships and collaborate with
key partners in disability sport to avoid duplication of efforts and to fill critical developmental
pathway gaps.
Improve communications with strategic partners, clients, and the community.
Foster a strong relationship with Vail Resorts in
order to strengthen and grow the service agreement and share of revenues.
Create a para-sport working group to determine
competitive pathways/partnerships.
Engage partner organizations to complete a Sea
to Sky disability sport needs audit.
Develop and implement a communications
strategy, including target audiences, key messages and tactics (e.g. optimizing social media
platforms, and resuming quarterly membership
bulletins).
Develop a case to Vail Resorts that describes the
value provided by Whistler Adaptive’s programs,
and update Program Agreement.
Record/collate measures of social and economic
impact for storytelling and sponsorship.
Develop Memorandum of Understanding with
Special Olympics for cognitive-streamed programming.
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www.whistleradaptive.com
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